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Abstract of the Dissertation

Strong Field Dynamics and Control of
Molecular Dissociation

by

Sarah Roxanna Nichols

Doctor of Philosophy

in

Physics

Stony Brook University

2008

Ultrafast lasers allow for the investigation of chemical reactions
on their own natural time scale, much as a strobe light allows
the visualization of rapid motion on a camera. The strong electric
fields of amplified ultrafast lasers can be used not only to observe a
chemical reaction, but also to control it. In this thesis, we present
observations of molecular dissociation dynamics and evidence of
control in several small molecules. We begin with a discussion of
alignment dynamics, whereby field-free alignment is initiated in
a sample of gas-phase molecules prior to ionization and dissocia-
tion. This enhances the ionization effectiveness of subsequent laser
pulses, particularly for diatomic molecules such as N2 and O2, as
the molecular axis can be aligned with the laser polarization.

We continue with a discussion of dissociation dynamics in a fam-
ily of small molecules, focusing on halogen-substituted methanes
(halomethanes). Halomethanes are small enough to allow for de-
tailed electronic structure calculations, while being large enough
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to be chemically relevant and offer opportunities for selective dis-
sociation. We find that dissociation in halomethanes is controlled
by the development of transient ionic resonances, which can be ac-
cessed by a weak probe pulse following the ionizing pump pulse.
These dynamic resonances create strong oscillatory behavior in the
experimental ion yields, which can be modeled by wave packet cal-
culations on ab initio potential energy surfaces. We find excellent
quantitative agreement between the calculations and the exper-
imental measurements, yielding a detailed understanding of the
dissociation dynamics of some members of the halomethane fam-
ily, including CH2BrI. Ongoing work focuses on better understand-
ing differences between members of the molecular family. This
understanding may have implications for control and dissociation
dynamics in larger, more complicated molecules.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Chemical reactions (e. g., bond breaking and formation, molecular vibra-
tions, etc.) take place on timescales of femtoseconds to picoseconds, which
is too fast to be observed with methods that rely on electronic or physical
switches. Moreover, on long time scales, the excitation of one mode is trans-
ferred to smaller excitations of many modes, complicating observations. How-
ever, with the advent of ultrafast lasers, experimental measurements have been
able to track the influence of coherent wave packet motion during simple chem-
ical reactions such as bond breaking before energy is statistically redistributed
in the molecule [1]. We seek to understand and control chemical reactions in
small molecules (. 10 atoms) by applying a sequence of shaped laser pulses.
We then use the pulse shapes and resulting molecular fragments to infer the
dynamics of the quantum wave packets involved in the reactions.

Interest in laser selective chemistry [2, 3] and molecular imaging [4–8] has
driven many advances in our understanding of the interaction of molecules
with intense, ultrafast laser fields. Developments in ultrafast laser technology
have permitted the generation of shorter pulses and greater control over them,
benefitting the study of strong-field molecular photofragmentation. The field
is especially rich, as it involves both resonant and off-resonant electronic transi-
tions, vibrational wave packets, and multiple interfering pathways to fragment
dissociation. Different models have been proposed to explain the observed
photoionization and fragmentation patterns in ion time-of-flight mass spectra
for various molecular families (for example, see [9–16]).

In a typical pump-probe gas phase femtochemistry experiment, an ultra-
fast pump pulse excites a coherent superposition of vibrational eigenstates on
a potential energy surface, leading to time-dependent evolution of the nuclear
coordinate expectation values. For femtosecond laser pulses with peak inten-
sities where the Keldysh parameter [17], γ = ωlaser/ωtunneling, is less than one,
tunnel ionization takes place rapidly, leading to substantial ionization on the
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Figure 1.1: A schematic diagram of electron tunneling, followed by rescattering
in a subsequent oscillation of the field.

rising edge of the pulse [11]. This tunnel ionization can be pictured by super-
posing the potentials of a strongly bound electron (deep well) and a strong
electric field (steep linear slope). When the field is strong enough (the slope
is very steep), the electron can tunnel out through the low barrier in less than
the half-cycle oscillation time for the field. Often the electron will continue to
oscillate in the field, and may recollide with the ion from which it came. This
rescattering process may result in the promotion of the ion to a higher energy
state, or in further ionization events. Figure 1.1 shows a simple schematic of
the tunnel ionization and rescattering events.

Generally, there are multiple ionic states available, because there are multi-
ple electron orbitals. In contrast with atomic systems, the energies associated
with ionizing from many of these orbitals may be quite similar. Thus, ionic
resonances in the near infrared are common in small polyatomic molecules
with many electrons [12] as a result of the low cost in energy associated with
moving the electron hole left by ionization around the molecule. Furthermore,
since the equilibrium geometry of the ion is generally different than that of the
neutral molecule, ionization can produce large amplitude vibrational motion
in the ion that leads to inherently dynamic resonances [18]. Thus one expects
that ionic resonances in the infrared are common, dynamic, and important
for understanding the dissociation of small polyatomic molecules in intense
ultrafast laser fields [16].

Therefore, a weak infrared probe pulse that comes in after the ion has been
created may be able to dynamically access several ionic states. Varying the
delay of a subsequent probe pulse can control the final bond breaking yield by
modifying the excitation probability to a final potential energy surface where
the wave packet moves toward dissociation. The timing of the probe pulse
determines whether the wave packet is in the Franck-Condon (FC) region for
transfer to the final state, and thus these experiments rely on the evolution
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of the probability density on the intermediate state surface. The dissocia-
tion probability is modulated by the coherent vibrational motion of the wave
packet, but the reaction dynamics often are driven by the wave function prob-
ability density [19, 20].

Recent studies have examined the role that ionic resonances play in the
fragmentation process [15, 21–23]. Specifically, it has been suggested that
single-photon resonances in the molecular ion provide efficient pathways to
multiple fragmentation channels [12, 15, 21]. Other studies have found molec-
ular systems that appear to show little or no fragmentation despite having
single-photon absorptions from the ionic ground state [22]. Although the static
absorption spectrum of the ion may be useful in cases where the neutral and
ionic equilibrium geometries are similar, when they are substantially different,
wave packet motion in the ionic state can lead to dynamic resonances that
must be taken into account in order to understand the fragmentation pattern.
Alignment effects may also play a role, as the alignment of molecular orbitals
relative to the laser polarization axis can affect ionization and dissociation.

The tools of laser femtochemistry can be applied to many systems, but
in our lab we have chosen to focus on small molecules (5-10 atoms or fewer).
These small molecules are in an ideal size range, where there is more than a
single degree of spatial freedom (as in a diatomic molecule), but the molecules
are still small enough to offer a reasonable possibility of ab initio structure
calculations. Also, although there may be more than one reaction coordinate
(important degree of freedom), there are not so many that the dynamics of
dissociation are too difficult to understand. This thesis presents the results of
several femtochemistry experiments performed in our lab and compares some
of the results with the calculational results of our collaborators. The reader
may also wish to refer to previous results [24] and to current work [25, 26]
from our group.

We start with a description of our experimental setup in Chapter 2, includ-
ing both the laser system used in the lab and the molecular beam chamber
that I designed and built in order to examine molecular rotational dynamics.
Chapter 3 continues with a discussion of the alignment experiments, both in
the diatomic molecules N2 and O2 and in the larger molecule CH3COCF3.
Chapter 4 contains an extended discussion of the halomethane experiments
that have formed the bulk of this thesis. We finish with some concluding
remarks in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Apparatus

2.1 Laser

Our measurements begin with pulses from an amplified titanium:sapphire
laser system (30 fs, 1 mJ, 1 kHz repetition rate) that are subsequently split
in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (see Figure 2.1). One arm of the interfer-
ometer contains a pulse shaper (Figure 2.2, described further below) with a
computer-controlled acousto-optic modulator (AOM) as the shaping element
[27]. The AOM can control the energy (intensity), duration, and chirp of either
the pump or probe pulse. The two pulses are focused and intersect in an effu-
sive molecular beam inside a vacuum chamber equipped with a time-of-flight
mass spectrometer (TOFMS) that resolves the different fragment ions. Peak
pump-pulse intensities are approximately 1.7×1014 W/cm2, with typical pulse
durations of 30–40 fs. The shortest possible pulse, given our bandwidth, is de-
scribed as a transform-limited (TL) pulse. In our system, transform-limited
pulses are 30–35 fs, depending on the path of the pulse. For a more detailed
description of the experimental apparatus see [28].

The pulse shaper uses the method developed by Weiner [29]. The pulses
enter and are bounced off of a grating, which spreads the frequencies in the
horizontal plane, as seen in Fig. 2.2. The dispersing beam is then collimated by
a curved mirror. In the Fourier plane of the curved mirror, we place an AOM,
which acts as a programmable mask to control the phase and amplitude of each
input frequency. Using a radio-frequency generator, we create an acoustic
wave in the AOM. The resulting density modulation in the crystal acts as
a transmission diffraction grating, where the position-dependent amplitude of
the acoustic wave at each point along the crystal causes an amplitude variation
for the corresponding optical frequency, while the phase of the acoustic wave
controls the phase of the corresponding optical frequency. Thus, by controlling
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Figure 2.1: A diagram of our laser apparatus, showing the two arms of the
Mach-Zehnder interferometer.

the acoustic wave at each spatial position in the crystal, we can control the
phase and amplitude of each component frequency in our laser pulse. The
second half of the pulse shaper inverts the spatial dispersion introduced in
the first half, using the first-order diffracted beam from the AOM, to create a
collimated, shaped pulse.

We can also use the pulse shaper to search for an optimal pulse for a
particular task. If we feed the experimental results from a given pulse shape
back to the computer, the computer can iteratively search for an optimal pulse
using a learning control algorithm [30, 31]. Our search algorithm is called
a genetic algorithm (GA), for its resemblance to the natural selection that
operates in biological systems [32]. The details of our algorithm are described
in [28, 33].

Pulses can be characterized using either a second harmonic generation
frequency-resolved optical gating (SHG-FROG) apparatus [34, 35] or with
a GRating-Eliminated No-nonsense Observation of Ultrafast Incident Laser
Light E-fields (GRENOUILLE) device [36, 37], both of which were built in
the lab by other students. A typical SHG-FROG output for a TL pulse from
the shaped arm of the interferometer is shown in Figure 2.3.

Experimental results, whether from a molecular time-of-flight signal or a
photodiode, are recorded using a 500 MHz, 8-bit computer based oscilloscope
(GAGE Compuscope 8500). Most signals are preamplified before entering the
GAGE oscilloscope using a 350 MHz amplifier (Stanford Research Systems

5
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SIM 914). The computer-based oscilloscope is programmed and the results
recorded using Labview [38].

2.2 Molecular Beam Chamber

Previous experiments in the lab used an effusive source for gas phase mo-
lecules [33, 35]. Although effusive sources have the benefit of being simple to
build and operate, they are limited to producing room temperature molecules
with the full distribution of rotational and vibrational quantum states. For
certain experiments, it is useful to have cooled molecules, with a limited num-
ber of low-lying rotational states. We also wanted to improve the resolution of
previous TOFMS setups in the lab. Thus, we designed and built the chamber
shown in Figure 2.4, relying heavily on [39].

The chamber uses a turbo pump (Varian Turbo-V 301 Navigator) and a dif-
fusion pump (a refurbished Varian VHS-6) to provide the differential pumping
required for a good molecular beam. All high-vacuum regions were constructed
of stainless steel in the department machine shop, with ConFlat (copper gas-
ket) seals. The nozzle and skimmer for the molecular beam were purchased
from Beam Dynamics, Inc., and mounted with a gold o-ring and a Viton
gasket, respectively. The nozzle-skimmer distance can be adjusted using the
bellows apparatus on the right hand side of Fig. 2.4. Some portions of the
lower vacuum (i. e., roughing lines) are aluminum construction, with standard
wire-reinforced PVC hose used for the roughing lines themselves. The whole
chamber is supported on a Unistrut frame, which is isolated from the lab op-
tical tables. Laser beams are picked off just before the focusing lens in Fig.
2.1, and the parallel pump and probe beams are directed into the chamber
through free space using a combination of periscopes and breadboards. The
laser beams enter through a thin sapphire window.

The time-of-flight (TOF) section of the chamber is where the molecules are
detected in either of two ways. The simpler method (but not time-resolved)
is to use the Extorr residual gas analyzer (RGA), which measures the partial
pressure by molecular weight of all gaseous contents of the chamber (up to a
mass of 200 amu). This is extremely useful for contaminant detection, either
of contaminants intrinsic to the chamber (H2O, N2, O2) or of contaminants
occurring in our liquid samples (for instance, many halomethane compounds
will break down with time and/or exposure to UV radiation, leading to a sub-
stantial contaminating fraction of halogen diatomics). For most experimental
detection we use the TOF mass spectrometer (TOFMS), a portion of which
is shown schematically in Figure 2.5. We use single-stage extraction, with a
charge of 750 V on the bottom plate and a plate separation of 0.9 cm. The
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molecules enter from the right hand side and are ionized by the laser beam,
which enters perpendicular to the plane of Figs. 2.4 and 2.5. The ions then
move upward in the field of the plates and go through the small hole (500 µm)
in the top plate. The ions continue upward through a relatively field-free TOF
region and hit the microchannel plates (MCPs). The voltage gap across the
MCPs creates a factor of 106 enhancement in the ion signal, much as a pho-
todiode enhances an optical signal by creating an electron cascade. The new
chamber is substantially cleaner than the previous one, as seen in Figure 2.6,
which compares the TOF traces produced by the old chamber (panel a) and
the new chamber (panel b and inset) with a sample of 1,1,1-trifluoroacetone
(CH3COCF3). The resolution is greatly increased in the new chamber: the
usual figure of merit is m

∆m
, where m is the mass/amu of a particular peak and

∆m is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of that peak. The old cham-
ber had a resolution of 50, while the new chamber has a resolution of 200, or 4
times better. The new chamber also has a greatly reduced contaminant signal,
as seen by comparing the inset of Fig. 2.6b to Fig. 2.6a. The N+

2 and O+
2

peaks are negligible, and the H2O
+ signal is no longer visible1. Other peaks

such as H+, which may result from roughing pump oil that has backstreamed
into the chamber, have also been eliminated.

Several factors improve the cleanliness of the molecular beam chamber.
The all-stainless construction of the main body of the chamber means that
the chamber can be baked at higher temperatures (typically 160 ◦C) than
the effusive chambers (typically 70 ◦C), which are limited by the Viton o-
ring gaskets of their Quick Flange (KF) seals. The higher flow rates (and
thus lower resulting vacuum pressures) of the diffusion and turbo pumps also
mean that fewer molecules adhere to the sides of the chamber, leading to lower
desorption rates later. With no sample, pressures in the main chamber are in
the low 10−7 torr when the turbo pump is pumping on all parts of the chamber,
or in the mid 10−9 torr when the turbo and diffusion pumps are both operating
in differential pumping mode.

Samples are admitted to the chamber through valve H of Fig. 2.4. The
sample chamber is designed for admitting gaseous molecules. For instance,
N2 and O2 can be admitted directly into the chamber from a tank through
a flow-limiting leak valve. Alternately, liquid (halomethanes and many other
small organic molecules) and even solid molecules (I2) may be used to provide
sample, as long as they can be held at an appropriate temperature to provide
a moderate vapor pressure. Although not used in the experiments described

1Despite being “contaminants”, all three ions provide useful points of comparison. Their
high ionization potentials (∼ 12–15 eV [40]) relative to our photon energy of 1.58 eV result
in a sharp peak from the nonlinear pulse overlap at time zero when the Mach-Zender delay
stage is scanned, which we use to pinpoint our absolute time delay.
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new chamber. Note the increased resolution (narrower peaks) and the greatly
reduced contamination signal (inset).
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in this thesis, we also have the capability to simultaneously admit a buffer gas
such as argon (Ar) through valve I. Inert buffer gases are frequently used in
molecular beam systems to provide further cooling, as the molecules of interest
can transfer energy to the buffer gas through collisions [39]. Typical running
pressures are around 1 torr in the sample chamber, 10−4 torr in the main
chamber, and 5×10−7 torr in the sample chamber.

The combination of laser characteristics such as a 30 fs timescale, broad
bandwidth in the same spectral region as many molecular resonances, and
pulse shaping ability with a clean molecular beam and high resolution time-
of-flight detection system gives us a great deal of flexibility in performing
molecular chemistry experiments. The alignment experiments of Chapter 3
will especially highlight the molecular beam chamber. The description of the
halomethane dissociation experiments in Chapter 4 will demonstrate the broad
range of available laser pulses.
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Chapter 3

Molecular Alignment

Most molecules are asymmetric along one or more dimensions, and have
non-uniform polarizabilities. This anisotropic polarizability means that mole-
cules can be aligned, either by a static or a transient field. For many molecules,
the control pulses we apply depend on the dipole moment of a particular elec-
tronic transition, and thus on the alignment of the molecule relative to the
laser polarization. In many cases it would be helpful to have a sample of
aligned molecules so as to improve our degree of control over a given chemical
reaction. As discussed by Seideman [41–43], for rotationally cold samples, a
femtosecond pulse can be used to create a rotational wave packet. As the
rotational frequencies are proportional to j(j + 1), waiting the appropriate
time interval after the laser pulse means that all rotational states have come
into phase again. The sample is therefore aligned while in a field-free region.
This is far preferable to both static alignment with a permanent field and adi-
abatic alignment with a long (picosecond or longer) laser pulse. Permanent
fields large enough to align molecules are extremely difficult to create exper-
imentally over macroscopic distances, and for adiabatic alignment one has to
consider the interaction of the molecule with two fields: the long pulse align-
ment field and the short pulse laser field that induces the dynamics of interest.
Pulses of intensity ∼ 1012 W/cm2 are sufficient to align most molecules while
avoiding ionization [43].

Figure 3.1 shows a simple schematic of the relevant components. A rigid
rotor molecule is exposed to a pulsed electric field ε(t) with linear vertical
polarization. The molecular polarizability tensor α has a primary component
along the molecular axis (α‖) and a secondary component perpendicular to it
(α⊥). The electric pulse “kicks” the molecule, pushing it into alignment with
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ε(t) polarization

θ

||α
⊥

α

Figure 3.1: A diagram of alignment in a simple rigid rotor molecule. α‖ and
α⊥ are components of the polarizability tensor, and θ is the angle between α‖

(usually along the major axis of the molecule) and the laser pulse polarization.

the polarization. The Hamiltonian in this simple case is given by

H(t) = H0 −
1

2
ε(t)2

(

∆α cos(θ)2 + α⊥

)

,

where ∆α = α‖−α⊥. The molecules will initially be aligned, with all their α‖

axes parallel. However, the molecules will not be orientationally selected; that
is, given a diatomic molecule A-B and vertical polarization, alignment means
either A or B may be on top, as long as the A-B axis is vertical. Orientation
would imply that only A’s (or only B’s) were on top. Orientation does not
take place because in general a short pulse has several field oscillations under
the pulse envelope, so there is no preferred direction along the polarization
axis.

After the molecules are kicked into alignment, their angular momentum
has not been removed, so the rotation continues. This initially causes an
anti-alignment, where the A-B axes are all in the plane perpendicular to the
laser polarization (linear polarizations can only align along one dimension,
so there is no preferred anti-alignment direction). Because the molecules are
not all in the same rotational state, the alignment subsequently dephases. As
noted above, however, with only a few low rotational eigenstates present, the
molecules remain coherent and waiting the appropriate amount of time will
bring them into alignment again. The degree of alignment of a collection of
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molecules is generally measured as

〈cos2 θ(t)〉 =

∫

ψ∗(t) cos2 θ ψ(t) dθ.

An unaligned (uniform distribution) two-dimensional sample has 〈cos2 θ〉 =
0.5, and a three-dimensional sample has 〈cos2 θ〉 = 0.33.

Our alignment apparatus was built with the goal of aligning large mole-
cules in which we had previously demonstrated short-pulse control. One such
molecule is 1,1,1-trifluoroacetone, CH3COCF3. This highly asymmetric mole-
cule was the subject of previous control experiments in the group [28, 44, 45],
which showed that control of CF+

3 production depended on enhanced ioniza-
tion and was sensitive to the polarization of the laser relative to the TOF
detector axis. We hoped to show that alignment would enhance the level of
control. In order to test the chamber and confirm our alignment capability, we
first performed experiments on N2, a diatomic whose alignment and ionization
have been well-studied [6, 46–50].

3.1 Nitrogen Alignment

When we put N2 molecules in our chamber and apply a laser pulse, the
laser ionizes the molecules as well as aligning them. When we scan the pump
probe delay of our laser, we see the expected 8.4 ps revival structure in our
ion yield. Figure 3.2 shows the ion yield for the parent double ion N2+

2 over
one full revival period. The increased yield just before the half revival is due
to the molecules being aligned with the probe pulse polarization (here parallel
to the vertical aligning pump pulse polarization). The decreased yield just
after the half revival is because the molecules have all rotated 90◦ into the
plane perpendicular to the probe polarization. This revival structure agrees
well with other measurements (e. g., [47]).

Our intense ultrafast laser pulse (∼1–5×1014 W/cm2) creates several frag-
ments, including N+

2 , N2+
2 and N+ fragments. These fragments, among others,

are shown in Figure 3.3. The N+ fragments can be traced to the dissociation
of both singly and doubly charged molecular ions. The kinetic energy of the
N+ fragments as measured by the TOFMS can be used to distinguish between
these two possibilities. The products of the reaction N

(m+n)+
2 → Nm+ +Nn+

are referred to as Nm+(m,n) and Nn+(m,n), respectively [51]. The inset of
Fig. 3.3 resolves the formation of N2+

2 , N+(1,0) and N+(1,1) fragments. Only
the dissociative fragments ejected along the TOFMS axis towards the detector
are resolved because the dispersion of our TOFMS is not optimized for detect-
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Figure 3.2: This plot shows the N2+
2 yield as a function of pump probe delay.

The quarter, half, three-quarter, and full revival structures are clearly present.
N2 has a full revival time of 8.4 ps. The ball-and-stick models show the classical
position of N2 molecules during the alignment (vertical) and antialignment
(horizontal) portions of the half-revival, assuming a vertically polarized pump
pulse.
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Figure 3.3: This is a typical N2 TOFMS for two pulses at time-zero overlap.
The closeup shows the separated dissociative ions.

ing energetic fragments (this is mainly due to having only a single-stage ex-
traction field, as described in Chapter 2.2). The kinetic energies of the N+(1,0)
and N+(1,1) fragments are consistent with earlier measurements [51, 52].

The double ionization that takes place during the dissociative ionization
process can occur through multiple mechanisms, including barrier suppres-
sion and rescattering [53, 54]. Given our probe pulse intensity of about
1.6×1014 W/cm2, we expect rescattering to be the dominant mechanism for
the double ionization and formation of all three fragments [52, 55]. In order to
confirm this, we measured the fragment yields as a function of polarization el-
lipticity. Rescattering depends strongly on the presence of a linearly polarized
field — even a slight degree of ellipticity will steer the returning electron far
enough from the ion to prevent rescattering. Table 3.1 shows that with a very
small degree of ellipticity, the signals from the N2+

2 , N+(1,0), and N+(1,1) frag-
ments all drop precipitously, but the N+

2 signal only drops slightly. Although
the projection of the major axis of the polarization ellipse and intensity of
the laser both changed with the ellipticity in our measurements, independent
measurements of the fragment ion yields as a function of polarization and in-
tensity indicate that the changes noted in the table are due to the change in
ellipticity and not intensity or polarization relative to the TOFMS axis.
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Ellipticity ǫ 0.124 0.249

N+(1,1) 72% 23%
N+(1,0) 81% 21%

N2+
2 74% 36%

N+
2 96% 91%

Table 3.1: Normalized signal yield for various rotation ion fragments as a
function of ellipticity. Yields are normalized to ǫ = 0.

Another explanation for the ellipticity dependence is that our strong laser
fields cause dynamic AC Stark shifting of intermediate electronic states [56,
57]. This means resonances can become excluded because of ellipticity de-
pendent selection rules. We have compared our ellipticity dependence to
measurements of the above threshold ionization yield in atomic argon where
Stark-shifted resonances dominate the ion yield. We found that our ion signals
drop more rapidly than the resonance-enhanced atomic ionization signal. The
atomic ionization signal shows that at larger ellipticities (ǫ=0.378), the ion
yields drop by a factor of ∼2.5 [54]. We have a larger decrease in yield, by a
factor of 4–5, at smaller ellipticities. Furthermore, the effect of AC Stark shift-
ing of resonances should be diminished in molecules as compared with atoms,
because the increased number of degrees of freedom in molecules means that
the selection rules are not as strict. Therefore, we believe that the drop in
yield as a function of ellipticity is indeed due to rescattering. This agrees with
semiclassical calculations of the rescattering electron path, which show that
at the small ellipticities of our experiment, the electron misses the core (by
traveling transversely on the order of a few angstroms).

Given all this, our picture thus far is that tunnel ionization initially ionizes
the molecule and the continuum electron thus created can rescatter with the
N+

2 ion to produce N2+
2 , N+(1,0), and N+(1,1). This picture is consistent

with the picture presented in reference [52] but it is not complete. Important
questions remain. These include:

1. Which orbitals are initially ionized? The work of Nibarger et al. [58]
suggests that we should get some mix of sigma and pi orbitals. The
angular distribution of the fragments seem to indicate ionization occurs
primarily from sigma electrons.

2. Does the rescattering take the molecules directly to the final product
state? What states are these?

Note that similar questions about how we reach the final product state and
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Figure 3.4: Polar plots of the scaled signal amplitude at a non-revival for only
the ionization beam rotating. Angle is measured from the TOF axis. This
is equivalent to single beam data with a slightly narrower detection function.
N+

2 (not shown) behaves similarly to N2+
2 .

determine its identity will come up again in Chapter 4. In order to address
these questions in N2 and complete our picture of the formation of the N2

fragments in question, we study the angular distribution of the dissociative
fragments. This can be determined directly by measuring the fragment yields
as a function of the angle between the laser polarization and the TOFMS axis
as a result of the narrow angular acceptance for the dissociative fragments that
are produced along the molecular axis, ensuring that we essentially only collect
fragments from molecules that happened to be aligned along the TOFMS axis.
The relationship between the measured fragment yields as a function of angle
between laser pulse polarization and TOFMS axis (S1(θ)) is given by:

S(n,m)(θ) =

∫

D(θ′)P (θ − θ′)dθ′ (3.1)

where P(θ) is the angular distribution of a given fragment and D(θ) is the
(fragment specific) detection efficiency as a function of angle. The measured
angular distributions, Sn,m for n=1,m=0,1 are shown in Figure 3.4. Note
that the angular distributions for N+(1,0), and N+(1,1) are essentially iden-
tical within the resolution of our experimental measurements. The angular
distribution for the N+(1,1) channel agrees well with cold target recoil ion
measurements [52]. The fact that the angular distributions for the N+(1,1)
and N+(1,0) channels are the same suggests that D(θ) and P(θ) for the two
channels may be similar.

For the case of the N2+
2 channel, there is no angular resolution in the de-
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tection of the ions1, and we need to measure the angular distribution with
the aid of a rotational wave packet. Figure 3.5 shows the N2+

2 yield around
a half revival of a rotational wave packet created by a pump pulse roughly
4.2 ps earlier. The N+(1,1) and N+(1,0) fragments are shown for comparison.
The deeper modulation in the N+(1,1) and N+(1,0) yields is a result of the
angular resolution in the detection of these fragments since both laser pulses
were polarized parallel to the TOFMS axis for this measurement. As the mo-
lecules come into alignment with the probe pulse and increase the probability
of generating N+(1,1) and N+(1,0), the molecules are also aligned along the
TOFMS axis, increasing the probability of detecting N+(1,1) and N+(1,0).
The depth of modulation in the fragment yields during the rotational wave
packet revival is partially limited by the non-collinear geometry of the pump
probe overlap. It should be noted that the absolute size of the modulations
means that dynamic alignment (alignment of the molecules during the probe
pulse) cannot be overwhelmingly large, but at the same time, it is possible and
even likely that some percentage of molecules within 5–10◦ of the ionization
pulse polarization angle might be rotated towards the polarization.

3.2 Oxygen Alignment

In an effort to determine whether the polarization effects we saw were truly
due to orbital effects, or were due to physical characteristics of our experimen-
tal chamber, we performed similar experiments in O2, which has a very dif-
ferent highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) structure with four-lobed
structure (πg symmetry, antibonding), as compared to the HOMO structure of
N2 (σg symmetry, bonding) [6, 52]. When we again rotate only the ionization
beam polarization, we find that the yields for O2 ions behave very similarly
to N2. Figure 3.6 shows that the ion yields have an elongated structure, indi-
cating enhanced yield at 0◦ between the pump and probe polarization beams.
However, we should see the four-lobed structure in these ion yields, with a
peak yield at ∼ 40◦ relative to the polarization angle. The reason we do not is
that we are generating post-ionization alignment (PIA) [59]. PIA occurs when
the ions continue to rotate to align with the laser polarization after the ion-
ization pulse is off. This ion alignment overwhelms the neutral alignment that
we hoped to see. PIA is more common with pulses which are long compared
to the initial alignment time, and apparently our 30 fs pulses are long enough
to cause significant PIA. PIA also makes it impossible to extract P(θ) values

1Because the N2+

2 is an intact parent ion, it has no partner with which to exchange
momentum, and therefore is much less likely to miss the hole in the top plate of the TOF
system.
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beam rotating. Angle is measured from the TOF axis. This is equivalent to
single beam data with a slightly narrower detection function.

from the N2 data.

3.3 Trifluoroacetone

Having confirmed that we could align molecules with the new chamber,
we turned to larger molecules. 1,1,1-trifluoroacetone (CH3COCF3) is a halo-
genated molecule that had been used in previous control experiments in the lab
[28, 44, 45]. Figure 3.7 shows a ball-and-stick model of trifluoroacetone (TFA).
As mentioned above, we hoped that alignment would allow us to increase the
degree of control over CF+

3 production.
Initial rough estimates by a collaborator [60] showed that TFA should have

a revival time of 140-250 ps, depending on which rotational axis is involved.
Since a delay stage for such travel times would have to be at least 3.5 cm long to
see the full revival2, it would be very difficult to see multiple revivals. However,
we hoped to see the initial revival. When an alignment pulse enters, the
molecules require a small amount of time to initially rotate into alignment. For
small molecules such as N2 and O2, this time is less than the width of our pulse,
and thus any change in the yield is buried in the time zero signal. However, for
TFA we expect this time to be on the order of 5-10 ps and therefore accessible
with a 2.5 cm delay stage. This much longer initial alignment time also means
that PIA should not be a problem.

2Specifically, x= ct
2
, where c is the speed of light, t is the time delay required, and the

factor of two is due to retroreflecting the beam.
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Figure 3.7: Ball-and-stick model for 1,1,1-trifluoroacetone, CH3COCF3.

Some pump-probe scans, such as the one in Figure 3.8, revealed signs of
an initial alignment. However, these scans were not repeatable, so we could
not confirm alignment in TFA. Possible reasons include the temperature of
the molecular beam. If the temperature is not low enough, one cannot obtain
good rotational coherence. Alternatively, the polarizabilities of TFA may not
be suitable for alignment. TFA is a three-dimensional molecule, likely with
three non-zero components to its polarizability tensor α. If α‖ is not strong
relative to the two other components, achieving alignment with a linearly
polarized beam would be difficult.

Fig. 3.8 shows a slow rise in ion yield after time zero that rises over ∼25 ps
and persists for at least 60 ps. The fast oscillations are likely a noise arti-
fact from binning the data. This signal was present only in CF+

3 ; CH3CO+

and CH+
3 were level as a function of time delay. We used an elliptical align-

ment pulse with the major axis at 30◦ relative to the ionization pulse because
structure calculations [60] indicate the presence of two axes with similar pola-
rizability. Elliptical polarization is the only way to align along two axes with
a single laser pulse. However, the difficulty in reproducing the ‘alignment’
signal, combined with the fact that it persists out to 60 ps or more, suggests
that we have not created an aligned sample of TFA.
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3.4 Conclusion

We have demonstrated alignment in N2 and O2 molecules. For small mole-
cules, our 30 fs pulse is long enough to cause post-ionization alignment, which
limits our ability to resolve the orbital structure in these molecules. However,
we can clearly resolve the temporal revival structures in such molecules, in-
dicating the successful creation of a molecular beam. We also tried to create
alignment in a large asymmetric molecule, trifluoroacetone (CH3COCF3), in
order to enhance the control of CF+

3 production. Future work includes adding
a planned two-stage extraction field [61], which will enhance our TOF energy
resolution for peaks with different kinetic energy.
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Chapter 4

Halomethanes

Halomethanes are a family of molecules structurally similar to methane,
CH4, but with one or more of the hydrogens replaced by members of the halo-
gen family (Group 17/old Group VIIA on the periodic table). This chapter
discusses various work on halomethane molecules of the form CH2XY, where
X,Y ∈ {Br, Cl, I}. Because the hydrogen atoms are small by comparison with
the much larger halogens, have only a single electron (which is bound), and stay
relatively close to the carbon, a halomethane with two halogens is effectively
a triatomic system (carbon plus the two halogen atoms). This quasi-triatomic
nature of CH2XY molecules has made them attractive prototypical molecules
for studying and controlling unimolecular dissociation reactions (for examples
in CH2BrI and CH2I2, see [28, 62–74]). We choose the halomethane family
of molecules for multiple reasons. These molecules have been studied exten-
sively, partly due to their importance in atmospheric chemistry [67]; CHBr3,
CH2Br2, CH2ClI, CH2BrI, and CH2I2 are all produced in varying quantities
by oceanic algae (for example, see [75, 76]), can provide a source of reac-
tive halides which lead to ozone destruction, and thus are incorporated into
global atmospheric models (such as [77]). We also study them because of
our interest in control, and because they illustrate the importance of dynamic
ionic resonances in dissociative ionization [24, 25]. As discussed earlier, small
molecules such as halomethanes also have the advantage of calculable poten-
tial energy surfaces with a limited number of reaction coordinates. Figure
4.1 shows ball-and-stick models of the molecules under investigation, specifi-
cally CH2I2, CH2ClI, CH2Br2, and CH2BrI. CH2Br2 and CH2I2 are symmetric
halomethanes of the form CH2X2, while CH2BrI and CH2ClI are asymmetric
molecules, where X 6=Y.

Our original goal in investigating these molecules was to control the disso-
ciation dynamics of the halomethanes using a genetic algorithm [78] to shape
our laser pulses, as described in Chapter 2. In order to understand our con-
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Figure 4.1: Ball-and-stick representations of the halomethanes under investi-
gation: a) CH2I2 b) CH2ClI c) CH2Br2 d) CH2BrI.

trol results, we decided to systematically vary our laser pulse parameters in
order to understand better both the dynamics inherent to the molecules and
the strong-field-induced dynamics. For simplicity, all experiments presented
in this chapter were performed in an older and less complicated chamber than
the one described in Chapter 2. This chamber has only an effusive molecular
source [33, 35] and thus no molecular cooling. We first performed pump-probe
scans, varying the delay between two unshaped pulses. When this revealed in-
teresting temporal structure, we varied other pulse parameters as well, in order
to gain a more detailed picture of the dynamics. We also wanted to compare
the experimental results with the results of ab initio molecular structure cal-
culations, in hopes that the combination of calculation and theory would give
us a more robust picture than either alone. For the calculations we turned to
a collaborator, Dr. Tamás Rozgonyi of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
and the calculations presented here are all his unless noted otherwise.

We start by presenting the experimental results on the halomethane family,
beginning with the initial control experiments and moving on to experiments
in which we vary the time delay between pulses, the chirp (duration), the
polarization, and the energy of our laser pulses. The variations in ion yield
as a function of time delay and pulse energy were key to developing an initial
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picture of the wave packet dynamics. We then continue with a discussion of the
calculated potentials and the resulting dynamical wave packet calculations and
finish with a discussion of the implied dynamics obtained from the combined
calculated and experimental data.

4.1 Experimental Results

We started investigating halomethanes in an effort to control their disso-
ciation. That is, we hoped that by shaping our laser pulse we could control
the ratio of different ion fragments. Figure 4.2 compares the ion yields for a
single transform- limited (TL) pulse, two TL pulses separated by 200 fs, and
a TL pump pulse followed by a shaped probe pulse when applied to CH2BrI.
In the latter case, the GA [28, 33] was allowed to optimize the probe pulse
in order to maximize the differential ion yield CH2I

+ − CH2BrI+. The 200 fs
delay was chosen to be sure that the two TL pulses (FWHM ∼35 fs) would not
overlap in time. The overall goal was preferentially to break the stronger C-Br
bond while leaving the weaker C-I bond intact. We see that a single TL pulse
creates a small amount of the CH2I

+ daughter fragment, and a large amount
of the parent ion. Adding a second TL pulse decreases the yield of the parent
ion and increases the yield of the daughter ion. Shaping the second pulse has
an even greater effect, such that we can increase the daughter ion yield by a
factor of 2 over a single TL pulse.

The results of our control experiment seemed to imply a classic “pump-
dump” scheme [79], where the first pulse pumps the system to an excited state,
the system evolves on that state, and a later pulse dumps the system into a
final, dissociative state. However, the optimal probe pulse generated by the
GA was long and complex, as seen in Figure 4.3. In order to understand the
details of the dissociation dynamics more completely, including which potential
energy surfaces were involved, we measured the ion yields for several molecules
and a wide variety of pulse parameters. TL pulses were used for all of the
measurements below in which a specific pulse shape is not discussed, and
all laser polarizations are perpendicular to the TOF axis unless a different
polarization is mentioned.

Pump-probe measurements in the CH2XY family of molecules result in os-
cillating parent and daughter ion yields as a function of pump-probe delay, as
seen in the figures below. Figure 4.4 shows the pump-probe results for CH2I2;
Figure 4.5 shows CH2Br2; Figure 4.6 shows CH2BrI; and Figure 4.7 shows
CH2ClI. Pump pulse intensities were ∼ 7 × 1013 W/cm2, while probe pulses
were weaker, ∼ 2× 1013 W/cm2. The daughter ions that display strong mod-
ulations in their yield are all formed by the scission of a C-X bond: CH2Br+
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Figure 4.3: The shape of the optimal probe pulse which gives the CH2BrI
control results seen in Fig. 4.2. The intensity and phase of the pulse are
shown as a function of time (left) and wavelength (right).
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Figure 4.4: Pump-probe signals for CH2I
+
2 and daughter ions. Note the for-

mation of I+2 by concerted elimination.

from CH2Br2, CH2I
+ from CH2I2, CH2Br+ from CH2BrI, and CH2Cl+ from

CH2ClI. Thus, the modulations in these daughter ion yields are always π out
of phase with their respective parent ion, as the daughter ions can only be
created by breaking a bond of the parent ion. The sharp spikes and dips
seen at time zero reflect the nonlinear results of two spatially and temporally
overlapping pulses, and will be ignored.

CH2I2 ion yields, as seen in Fig. 4.4, show strong modulations at 114 cm−1.
Note that the CH2I

+ yield is π out of phase with the parent ion CH2I
+
2 . The

I+2 yield, although noisy due to low signal levels1, is π out of phase with CH2I
+

and thus in phase with CH2I
+
2 . The I+ yield also displays modulations which

are in phase with the parent. As the concerted elimination of I+2 from CH2I2
has already been discussed elsewhere [80], we mention it only briefly here.

Fig. 4.5 plots selected ion yields from CH2Br2 as a function of pump-probe
delay. CH2Br+ and CH2Br+

2 show single frequency oscillations that are π out
of phase, as discussed above. The Br+ daughter ion displays no oscillatory be-
havior, only a long decay. Br+

2 is noisy here, but at some pulse energies, we see

1The signal to noise level is worse for inherently small signals due to shot noise, which
goes as

√
n, where n is the number of counts received, so that signal

noise
= n√

n
=

√
n.
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Figure 4.5: Pump-probe signals for CH2Br+
2 and daughter ions.

modulations similar to those in I+2 , indicating a similar concerted elimination
explanation is likely.

The asymmetry of CH2BrI means that more daughter fragments are gen-
erated. Fig. 4.6 shows the four main daughter fragments Br+, I+, CH2Br+,
and CH2I

+, in addition to the parent ion CH2BrI+. Once again, we see strong
modulations in the parent ion, mirrored in this case by CH2Br+. This time,
the oscillations are formed by the beating of two frequencies with an apparent
constant phase relationship, thus likely a fundamental and second harmonic.
CH2I

+ shows hints of oscillations, but nothing strong. I+ shows oscillations at
the fundamental frequency, which also appear to be π out of phase with that
component of the CH2BrI+ oscillations.

Fig. 4.7 shows several ions in addition to the parent and major daughter
ions. We see that in this case, temporal structure is not limited to a single
daughter ion. CH2ClI+ displays the dual-frequency oscillation noted above,
and the daughter fragment CH2Cl+ mirrors it with a π phase shift. However,
CH2I

+ and I+ also display oscillating yields, predominantly at the fundamental
frequency of 110 cm−1. Given their similar shape, the I+ oscillations are
likely reflecting a further dissociative process, i. e., CH2ClI + nhν → CH2ClI+,
CH2ClI+ + hν → CH2I

++ Cl → CH2+ I++ Cl. However, this is still under
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Figure 4.6: Pump-probe signals for CH2BrI+ and daughter ions.
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Figure 4.7: Pump-probe signals for CH2ClI and daughter ions.
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CH2I2 CH2Br2 CH2BrI CH2ClI
CH2I

+
2 1 CH2Br+

2 1 CH2BrI+ 1 CH2ClI+ 1
CH2I

+ 1.44 CH2Br+ 1.95 CH2I
+ 0.88 CH2I

+ 0.12
I+ 0.80 Br+ 0.68 CH2Br+ 2.50 CH2Cl+ 2.32
I+2 0.14 Br+

2 0.02 I+ 2.76 I+ 0.46

Table 4.1: Halomethane maximum ion yields from Figs. 4.4–4.7, normalized
to the maximum of the parent ion for the relevant molecule.

investigation, as discussed below.
Figs. 4.4–4.7 display ion yields that have each been normalized to their

own maxima. For reference, Table 4.1 presents the maximum yields for each
ion produced by a given molecule, normalized to the maximum of the parent
ion.

If we compare the parent ion yields for all 4 molecules, as in Figure 4.8,
we see that both CH2BrI+ and CH2ClI+ show oscillations at two frequencies,
as determined by Fourier transform. In contrast, in the symmetric molecules
CH2I2 and CH2Br2, the oscillations are predominantly at a single frequency,
114 cm−1 and 168 cm−1, respectively. For the two-frequency oscillations, one
frequency is the second harmonic of the other. Specifically, the frequencies are
94±4 cm−1 and 196±4 cm−1 for CH2BrI+, and 110±4 cm−1 and 227±4 cm−1

for CH2ClI+. The fundamental frequencies match published measurements
and calculations for ionic vibrational modes [81, 82], as will be discussed later.
Figure 4.9 shows the Fourier transform data for the curves in Fig. 4.8. The
frequencies given above come from similar Fourier transforms obtained over a
range of probe pulse energies.

Other less obvious features characterize these pump probe plots. In all
cases, the average parent ion yield for a strong pulse followed by a weak pulse
(positive time delay in the figures) is much less than the yield for a weak pulse
followed by a strong one (negative time delay). Because the weak pulse has too
little energy to create ions by itself, this indicates that a weak probe depletes
the yield of parent ions created by a strong pump. However, this depletion
is not instantaneous; a careful examination of the parent ion yields reveals a
“turn-on” time (roughly the time to go from 90% to 10% of the signal level in
the parent ion, or the reverse for the daughter ion). This turn-on time is fast in
CH2I2 (<200 fs), moderately fast in CH2Br2 (∼200 fs) and CH2ClI (∼300 fs),
and much slower in CH2BrI (∼1000 fs). Because the clearest structure is
revealed in the parent ion and the mirroring daughter fragment (CH2I

+ for
CH2I2; CH2Br+ for CH2Br2; CH2Br+ for CH2BrI; and CH2Cl+ for CH2ClI),
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Pump Probe Delay [fs] Pump Probe Delay [fs]

Figure 4.10: CH2Br+
2 yield (left) and CH2Br+ yield (right) as a function of

pump-probe delay and probe pulse energy (intensity). The x-axis is the pump-
probe delay time and the y-axis is the energy of the weaker probe pulse (which
comes second for all positive time delays). The shading in both cases is arbi-
trary and represents the appropriate ion yield.

we will focus mainly on the parent ions for the remainder of the dynamics
discussion.

The oscillations of our pump probe plots are not confined to a specific pulse
energy (intensity), as a simultaneous scan of pump-probe delay and probe pulse
energy shows. Figure 4.10 shows such a two-dimensional scan. We see that the
parent ion oscillations (left side) persist at many probe energies. The CH2Br+

daughter ion oscillations (right side) are also clearly visible over a range of
probe energies. Moreover, something interesting appears: as the probe pulse
energy increases, the average yield of the parent ion decreases. This feature is
common to all of the halomethanes, so long as the probe pulse is weak enough
that it cannot create its own ions.

Figure 4.11 displays one-dimensional cuts from Fig. 4.10, highlighting the
ion yield as a function of probe pulse energy for several different time delays.
The parent ion decrease starts immediately at 0 µJ of probe energy, as seen in
Fig. 4.11a. While the parent ion yield drops with increasing probe energy, the
daughter ion yield rises, again, starting immediately from 0 µJ of probe energy
(Fig. 4.11b. This nonzero slope at 0 µJ implies a linear molecular response
to the probe pulse at low energies, which in turn indicates a single-photon
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Figure 4.11: Ion yield as a function of probe energy at different pump-probe
delays for a) CH2Br+

2 and b) CH2Br+. These are one-dimensional cuts along
the energy axis from Fig. 4.10. Note the nonzero slope at 0 µJ in both ion
yields, indicating a single-photon transition.

transition.
Clearly, the decrease in parent ion yield/increase in daughter ion yield

is a two-pulse effect, as a scan of pulse energies with a single pulse shows
the expected monotonic increase in yield for all ions. Figure 4.12 shows the
yield for several ions visible in the dissociation of CH2Br2, with both abso-
lute (Fig. 4.12a) and relative (Fig. 4.12b) ion yield scaling. H2O

+, which has
a relatively high ionization potential of 12.6 eV [40], is shown for compari-
son2. The parent ion CH2Br2 appears at low energies (∼ 20 µJ), while H2O

+

appears at higher energies ∼ 50 µJ), agreeing with their relative ionization en-
ergies of 10.4 eV and 12.6 eV, respectively. Br+ also appears at higher energies
(∼ 40 µJ), indicating that it takes more energy to create, while CH2Br+ and
Br+

2 appear at roughly the same energies (∼ 20-30 µJ) as the parent ion. Fig.
4.12b shows the relative size of the ion yields (integrated TOFMS peak areas)
as a function of energy, showing a large amount of the daughter ion CH2Br+.
Some of the ion yields, including CH2Br+

2 , are starting to level off at very
high energies, indicating saturation behavior (there are no more un-ionized
molecules within the focus of the beam).

Similar single pulse energy scan results for CH2I2 are shown in Figure 4.13.
Again, we see that the ion yields monotonically increase with pulse energy,
with CH2I

+
2 , CH2I

+, and I+2 all appearing (∼ 10 µJ) and saturating (∼ 70 µJ)
at lower energies than I+ (∼ 20 µJ and > 120 µJ, respectively). CH2I

+ and

2H2O
+ appears in our chamber due to background gas pressures, as does N+

2 and O+

2 .
As described in Ch. 2, we use these signals to pinpoint our absolute time delay.
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Figure 4.12: Ion yield versus single pulse energy for several ions from CH2Br2.
a) Ion yields normalized to their own maxima. b) Ion yields normalized to the
parent ion yield, for comparison. Fragments with a lower ionization energy,
such as CH2Br+

2 , appear and saturate at lower energies than fragments which
require more energy to create, such as Br+ or H2O

+ (a molecule with high
ionization potential, shown for comparison). Br+

2 yields are noisy due to small
absolute signal levels, but they follow the same monotonic behavior.
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Figure 4.13: Ion yield versus single pulse energy for several ions from CH2I2.
a) Ion yields normalized to their own maxima. b) Ion yields normalized to the
parent ion yield, for comparison. Fragments with a lower ionization energy,
such as CH2I

+
2 , appear and saturate at lower energies than fragments which

require more energy to create, such as I+. I+2 yields are noisy due to small
absolute signal levels, but they follow the same monotonic behavior.

I+ also have larger absolute yields than CH2I
+
2 for all energies.

Figure 4.14 shows single pulse energy scans for CH2BrI. In contrast with the
symmetric molecules, all of the CH2BrI ions saturate at much larger energies
(> 120 µJ) than most of the CH2Br2 ions or the CH2I2 ions. The daughter ion
CH2Br+ has a larger absolute yield than the parent ion CH2BrI+, and most
of the ions (except Br+) turn on at about the same energy (∼ 40 µJ), which
is higher than many of the turn-on energies in the symmetric molecules.

Figure 4.15 shows the CH2ClI single pulse energy scan results. Once more,
we see that the major daughter fragment (CH2Cl+) has a higher absolute yield
than the parent ion (CH2ClI+), while CH2I

+, Cl+, and I+ all have small yields
relative to the parent. Similarly to the CH2BrI case, all of the ions turn on at
higher energies (∼ 40 µJ) than in the symmetric molecules.

Given these single-pulse ion yields, the combination of daughter ion in-
crease and parent ion decrease with increasing probe pulse energy in Fig. 4.11
strongly implies that we are looking at a resonant transfer from a bound par-
ent ionic state to a dissociative state. The nonzero slope at 0 µJ probe energy
implies a single photon resonance, and the temporal oscillations in yield sug-
gest a bound state. The fact that it is the parent ion yield which is depleted
implies that we must be transferring oscillating wave function out of a bound
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Figure 4.14: Ion yield versus single pulse energy for several ions from CH2BrI.
a) Ion yields normalized to their own maxima. b) Ion yields normalized to the
parent ion yield, for comparison. Fragments with a lower ionization energy,
such as CH2BrI+, appear and saturate at lower energies than fragments which
require more energy to create, such as Br+.
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Figure 4.15: Ion yield versus single pulse energy for several ions from CH2ClI.
a) Ion yields normalized to their own maxima. b) Ion yields normalized to the
parent ion yield, for comparison. Fragments with a lower ionization energy,
such as CH2ClI+, appear and saturate at lower energies than fragments which
require more energy to create, such as Cl+.
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parent ionic state.
Our experimental measurements support the following general picture of

the dynamics, which is justified by detailed calculations discussed in Section
4.2. Figure 4.16 shows a cartoon picture of two-dimensional potential en-
ergy surfaces (PESs) relevant to ionization followed by dissociation in the
halomethanes considered here. The molecule first undergoes tunnel ionization
[11, 83? ], which takes it from the ground state of the neutral (lowest state in
the figure) to the ground ionic state (middle curve in the figure) at the loca-
tion of the lower state equilibrium (FCpump, for the Franck-Condon location of
the pump pulse). As the neutral ground state and ionic ground state do not
have the same equilibrium position, the vertical ionization process leads to the
launch of a vibrational wave packet in the ground ionic state. While this wave
packet is in principle multidimensional (i. e., displacement along multiple co-
ordinates), our calculations and measurements indicate that the displacement
along one coordinate is significantly larger than along others, and we therefore
consider the displacement primarily along one coordinate (x-axis in the figure).
The wave packet oscillates along this dimension. At some x-location there is
a resonance to an excited ionic state. When the wave packet on the bound
ionic state passes through this single-photon (∼ 1.58 eV) resonance, popula-
tion in the bound ionic state may be transferred efficiently to the uppermost
state, where it has enough energy to ride out over the barrier leading to frag-
mentation (along the y-coordinate). If the resonance location FCprobe (for the
Franck-Condon location of the probe pulse) is somewhere in the middle of the
bound ionic potential, then the transfer can occur twice per oscillation. If the
resonance location is not exactly in the middle, or the transfer efficiency is not
the same for left-going and right-going wave packets, then the resulting trans-
fer will have components at both the fundamental frequency of the potential
and at its second harmonic. The lowest state in Fig. 4.16 corresponds to the
neutral ground state of the molecule, while the intermediate state is a bound
ionic PES. The highest state represents a dissociative ionic state (or a bound
state coupled to dissociative states) whose separation from the bound ionic
state for a particular x-coordinate is resonant in the near-infrared (∼ 1.58 e
V). This picture will become more detailed below.

The cartoon picture may help us understand some differences among the
various halomethanes. For instance, in the pump probe scans for asymmetric
molecules (Figs. 4.6 and 4.7), the resonant transfer takes place twice per os-
cillation in the well, but it is not equally transferred both times (big dip-little
dip pattern). Calculations (discussed further in Section 4.2) indicate this tem-
poral asymmetry varies with probe pulse energy, so we decided to investigate
it experimentally. Figure 4.17 shows the results if we take pump probe scans
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Figure 4.16: A cartoon of three important potential energy surfaces in the
CH2XI family of molecules: the ground neutral state Vneu

0 , the ground ionic
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0 (reached via tunnel ionization - note the broken vertical axis), and
an excited ionic state Vion

3 . A wave packet launched high on the Vion
3 surface

can dissociate along the C-I bond.
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at a variety of probe pulse energies for all four molecules. These are equivalent
to one-dimensional cuts along the time axis in data sets like the one displayed
in Fig. 4.10a. As we increase the probe pulse energy (move in the negative y
direction on the plots), the average parent ion yield decreases, as noted above.
However, the character of the oscillations also changes. This is especially no-
ticeable in the asymmetric molecules CH2BrI and CH2ClI (Fig. 4.17c, d). At
low energies, all the peaks and dips in the oscillations are about the same size
(in the Fourier domain, this corresponds to the second harmonic oscillations
dominating the signal). As the probe pulse energy increases, the symmetry
is broken, creating the big dip/little dip pattern (in the Fourier domain, this
means the fundamental:second harmonic ratio is increasing). If the parent
depletion occurs twice per cycle because FCprobe is near the middle of the well,
then this means that at low energies, left-going wave packets and right-going
wave packets are equally depleted. However, at higher energies, the asymme-
try of the dip pattern means that left-going and right-going wave packets are
not equally depleted by the probe. There are some hints of similar behavior in
the symmetric molecules; for example, the CH2I

+
2 curve at 2.5 µJ has some-

what “flat-topped” peaks, while at higher energies, the curves more closely
resemble a pure sine wave at the fundamental frequency of 114 cm−1. This
left-right wave packet momentum asymmetry will be discussed in more detail
in Section 4.3.

The cartoon picture given above implies the changing position of the wave
packet in a potential may affect the possibility of resonant transfer to a disso-
ciative state. When there is strong coupling between two potentials combined
with wave packet motion, we expect the detailed properties of the electric field
interacting with the system to play an important role in the efficiency of the
transfer. Thus, it may be possible to tune the laser pulse characteristics to
enhance the transfer. Using our pulse shaper, we can apply quadratic spectral
phase to the probe pulse, thus chirping it out in both positive (low frequencies
arrive before high frequencies) and negative (high frequencies arrive before
low frequencies) directions. We can also programmatically control the energy
in the probe pulse. For certain probe energies, the degree of chirp strongly
impacts the ion yields, as seen in Figures 4.18, which shows ion yields as a
function of probe pulse chirp (x-axis) and energy. We see that at moderate
probe pulse energies, a chirped pulse can deplete the parent relative to a TL
pulse. Similarly, a chirped pulse increases the daughter ion yield relative to
the parent. This is not due to the decrease in intensity that accompanies
increased chirp magnitude at a constant pulse energy; if it were purely an
intensity effect, lower intensities should result in increased parent ion yields,
as seen in the pump-probe energy scans above (Fig. 4.10).
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Figure 4.17: Pump-probe scans as a function of probe pulse energy for a)
CH2Br2 b) CH2I2 c) CH2BrI and d) CH2ClI. Probe pulse energy increases
monotonically as the mean yield at positive time delay decreases on all four
plots.
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Figure 4.18: Chirp energy scans for a) CH2Br+ b) CH2I
+ c) BrI+ d) CH2BrI+,

all from CH2BrI. The horizontal axis is chirp, labeled as the pulse width (with
negative width indicating negative chirp). The vertical axis is energy. The
color axis is arbitrary for all ions. There was a 2000 fs delay between pump
and probe pulses.
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One possible explanation involves the presence of additional potential en-
ergy surfaces beyond the three shown in Fig. 4.16. As we will discuss below,
the presence of multiple ion fragments with roughly the same turn-on energy,
as seen in Figs. 4.12-4.15, indicates that our pump pulse promotes wave func-
tion onto multiple states. In particular, we likely excite Vion

1 , the first excited
ionic state. Wave function may slowly leak onto Vion

0 , meaning that the total
wave function on Vion

0 has the shape of a narrow peak on top of a broad base. A
chirped pulse is on for a longer time than a TL pulse of equivalent energy, and
so has time to promote more of the broad base of the wavefunction through
the resonance. The lower parent ion yields and increased daughter ion yields
for chirped pulses are consistent with this picture of a chirped pulse capturing
more of the wave function.

The laser polarization can also affect ionization and dissociation; specifi-
cally, the alignment dependence of the ionization and dissociation can help to
identify the amplitudes of the states involved and test the control mechanism.
Although the halomethane experiments are performed at room temperature,
and thus we cannot align the molecules to any great degree using non-adiabatic
laser alignment, the molecular dynamics may still depend on the relative align-
ment of the molecule and the laser polarization. For instance, our pump pulse
may differentially ionize molecules that happen to be aligned with the pump
polarization, so that a non-uniformly distributed set of orientations is avail-
able to the probe pulse for dissociation. If alignment of the molecular orbitals
makes a difference in ionization and/or dissociation, we would expect to see
differences in the pump probe scans with different probe pulse polarizations
(relative to the pump pulse polarization). Ionization and dissociation signals
that varied with laser polarization might also tell us something about the
orbital structure of the molecules. One example is that ionization from the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) might preferentially lead to one
subsequent dissociation pattern (such as CH2X

+ + Y), while ionization from
the HOMO-1 (the second highest occupied molecular orbital) might lead to a
different dissociation (such as CH2Y

+ + X). Figures 4.19 and 4.20 present the
pump probe scans at different polarizations for the two symmetric parent ions
CH2Br+

2 and CH2I
+
2 , respectively. We can see subtle differences in the shape

of the curves.
For both CH2Br+

2 and CH2I
+
2 , the amplitude of the drop in yield from

before time zero to the average yield at long time delays (1500–2000 fs) is
the same to within < 2% for parallel and perpendicular laser polarizations.
The amplitude and shape of the oscillations at long time delays is also nearly
identical. However, at short time delays (.500 fs after time zero), the oscilla-
tions are as much as 15-20% larger for a perpendicular probe polarization as
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Figure 4.19: Pump-probe scans for parent ion CH2Br+
2 at different probe pulse

polarizations. Polarization is measured relative to the pump pulse polarization,
which is horizontal (perpendicular to the TOF path). The slight offset is due
to the gradual decrease in chamber pressure between scans.
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Figure 4.20: Pump-probe scans for parent ion CH2I
+
2 at different probe pulse

polarizations.

compared to a parallel one. A quick estimate allows us to see whether it is
reasonable to attribute this to selective alignment dependent ionization from
a randomly oriented sample. The halomethane molecules are not cooled in a
molecular beam, so we do not expect the clean rotational revivals we saw in
Chapter 3. However, the pump pulse could still preferentially select a subset
of molecules which are aligned with the laser for ionization. These molecules
would then rotate out of alignment after some time delay and eventually de-
phase. In N2, the time to go from a fully aligned ensemble at the peak of a
revival to a fully anti-aligned one at the dip of a revival (90◦ rotation time) is
∼100 fs. Each atom has a mass of 14 amu, and the bond length is 1.09 Å, so
the resulting moment of inertia is

I = 2mR2 = 2 ∗ (14 amu) ∗ (0.54 Å)2 = 8.16 amu ∗ Å
2
.

For CH2I2, although we do not know the rotation axes, we know the equi-
librium structure, and we can choose arbitrary rotation axes to compare the
resulting 90◦ rotation times. The calculated equilibrium structure in CH2I2
gives a C-I distance of 2.15 Å and an I-C-I angle of 116◦. We will consider
CH2I2 to be a triatomic for this estimate, with a CH2 mass of 14 amu. For
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rotation of one I atom about the axis formed by the other C-I bond, we have

I = mR2 = (127 amu) ∗ (2.15 Å ∗ cos(26◦))2 = 474 amu ∗ Å
2
.

Given that the molecules are rotationally torqued by the same laser, we expect
I ∝ T 2, where T is the period of rotation, and of course the 90◦ rotation time
t ∝ T . So,

tCH2I2 = tN2
∗

√

ICH2I2

IN2

.

For the values above, then, we have a 90◦ rotation time tCH2I2 = 760 fs.
If we instead suppose that the rotation is of CH2 about the axis formed by

the two I atoms, we have

I = mR2 = (14 amu) ∗ (1.14 Å)2 = 18.2 amu ∗ Å
2
,

giving tCH2I2 = 150 fs. This is considerably shorter, and thus less likely to be
an explanation for the oscillation size effects we see. However, the longer tCH2I2

of 760 fs is quantitatively similar to the time range in which the oscillations
of perpendicular probe polarization are larger than the oscillations for parallel
polarization. We will explain further how polarization is related to molecular
structure in Section 4.3, after we have discussed the potential energy surfaces
in more detail.

Shape changes as a function of probe pulse polarization are not limited to
the symmetric molecules. We also see a variation in the shape of the curve
with polarization for CH2BrI, as seen in Figure 4.21.

As in the symmetric molecules, the size of the overall drop in ion yield
from before time zero to long time delays is the same for both parallel and
perpendicular probe pulse polarizations. If we measure the size of the oscilla-
tions, we see that again, some oscillations are larger (∼ 20%) for perpendicular
probe polarizations at times . 1000 fs after time zero. Using the equilibrium
coordinates given in Appendix A, we find a 90◦ rotation time of tCH2BrI =
790 fs for rotation of I about the C-Br axis, and a time of 560 fs for rotation of
Br about the C-I axis, so again, these times indicate that rotational motion is
a quantitatively reasonable explanation for the change in oscillation size with
probe pulse polarization.

4.2 Calculations

Electronic structure and wave packet propagation calculations are an es-
sential part of interpreting our experimental results. We relied heavily on the
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Figure 4.21: Pump-probe scans for parent ion CH2BrI+ at different probe
pulse polarizations.

molecular structure calculations of Dr. Tamás Rozgonyi. The details of those
calculations are described more fully in Appendix A. Figure 4.22 shows the
resulting potential energy surfaces for CH2BrI as a function of the bending
normal coordinate uB. We choose to focus on this coordinate because the
calculations indicate that the H atoms follow the carbon, as described at the
beginning of this chapter, making CH2BrI an essentially triatomic system.
Moreover, the equilibrium bond lengths for the C-Br and C-I bonds change by
< 1% in going from Vneu

0 to Vion
0 . Therefore, the large potential energy changes

along uB make it the main coordinate of interest. We see a large displacement
in bend angle of the equilibrium position for the ground neutral state Vneu

0

and the ground ionic state Vion
0 , corresponding to an equilibrium I-C-Br angle

of 95◦ in Vneu
0 and 115◦ in Vion

0 . Several excited ionic states exist within a
single photon (1.58 eV) energy separation from the ground ionic state. We
will explore these states further in Section 4.3.

Although Fig. 4.22 shows the potential energy surfaces as a function of
only one reaction coordinate, the PESs are known as a function of several
reaction coordinates and can be so plotted. Figure 4.23 shows the calculated
PESs for the ground ionic state Vion

0 of CH2I2, as a function of two geometric
coordinates. The coordinates r (I-I separation) and R (the normal coordinate
connecting r and the C atom) are shown in the accompanying diagram. The
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Figure 4.22: Calculated potential energy surfaces for CH2BrI as a function
of the bending normal coordinate uB. The shading of the curves is roughly
proportional to the strength of the transition dipole moment from Vion

0 . The
dotted line indicates Ṽion

0 , the Vion
0 potential modified to emulate the effects of

spin-orbit coupling. The values of the transition dipole moments for transitions
from Vion

0 are also given in atomic units (au).

red star on the PES indicates the location of the equilibrium position in Vneu
0 ,

the ground neutral state. Because the equilibria of the states are not the same,
by promoting wavefunction to Vion

0 , we have created wavefunction at a non-
equilibrium position. This implies that the wave function will evolve (move)
with time, which is the definition of a wave packet.

Once the potentials for CH2I2 had been calculated, I was able to apply the
split-operator method, as described by Tannor [84], to propagate a wave packet
on the 2-dimensional ionic potential Vion

0 . The Matlab code to propagate two-
dimensional wave packets is given in Appendix B. Frames from the resulting
wave packet movie are shown in Figure 4.24. The initial wavefunction is the
Vneu

0 eigenfunction. The wave packet is launched on Vion
0 from the equilibrium

position of Vneu
0 and allowed to propagate in time.

Most of the resulting wave packet motion is along the diagonal coordinate
from large r, small R values to small r, large R values. This diagonal coordinate
corresponds roughly to the I-C-I bend angle. The motion is smooth and the
wave packet remains compact through several oscillations. This can be seen
in Figure 4.25, which shows the expectation values 〈r〉 and 〈R〉 as a function
of time, as well as the overlap function between the initial wave packet and
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Figure 4.23: Calculated potential energy surface (at right) for Vion
0 in CH2I2

as a function of two geometric coordinates, r (the I-I separation) and R (the
normal coordinate connecting r and the C atom, as shown at left). The red
star indicates the location of the minimum in Vneu

0 , the neutral ground state.

Figure 4.24: Frames from the movie of a wave packet propagating on the CH2I2
Vion

0 surface.
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Figure 4.25: CH2I2 wave packet propagation results. Left: Expectation values
〈r〉 and 〈R〉 as a function of time, for r and R as shown in Fig. 4.23. Right:
The overlap function for the wave packet vs. time, normalized to the wave
function magnitude at 0 fs.

the evolving one, calculated as

overlap =

∫∫

ψ∗(t)ψ(t = 0) dr dR
∫∫

ψ∗(t = 0)ψ(t = 0) dr dR
,

where ψ(t) is the wave function at time t.
We see that although the overlap function has sharp periodic spikes, it

never returns to a value of 1. This is because of the small oscillations along
the direction perpendicular to the long axis of the well, seen as fast oscillations
in the value of 〈R〉. These fast oscillations are not always in phase with the
larger oscillations, and this prevents the wave packet from returning to its exact
starting location. At 740 fs and 1030 fs, where the fast oscillations are closest
to being in phase with the main oscillations, we also have the largest values of
the overlap function. The quantitative agreement between the calculations and
the experimental data is excellent: the calculated potentials give an oscillation
period of 290 fs, while the experimental oscillations at 114 cm−1 have a period
of 292 fs. In combination with the experimental data described above, this
strongly implies that the oscillations in CH2I

+
2 and CH2I

+ yields are a result
of a resonant transfer from the wave packet oscillating in the Vion

0 potential.
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4.3 Implications

The broad outline of the halomethane dynamics for all of the species dis-
cussed above can be given with a simple 3-state picture. Fig. 4.16, above,
showed a cartoon of the essential states involved in the molecular dynamics.
From the PES calculations, we now know that for CH2BrI, the lowermost state
is the ground neutral state Vneu

0 and the middle state is the bound state Ṽion
0 ,

the ground ionic state. The uppermost state is an excited ionic state leading
to dissociation, in this case Vion

3
3. The differences in the molecular ion yields

can be explained by examining the details of their PESs. We first examine the
case of CH2BrI.

Fig. 4.22 shows a resonance with a strong transition dipole moment (TDM)
between Ṽion

0 and Vion
3 at uB ∼ 0.18 Å in the I-C-Br bending mode (I-C-Br

angle ∼ 104◦). The resonance location being near (but not at) the center
of Ṽion

0 leads naturally to the presence of both the 94 cm−1 and 196 cm−1

modulations as the wave packet can be promoted to the final state twice per
oscillation period if a probe pulse is incident on the molecule. Calculations of
the population transfer versus pump-probe delay yield modulations containing
both frequencies. Once the wave packet is promoted to Vion

3 of the asymmetric
molecules, it is energetically possible to dissociate and bond-order analysis by
Dr. Rozgonyi similar to [85, 86] indicates that C-I scission is likely from this
state, consistent with previous dissociative photoionization experiments [87].

In the limit of weak coupling between Ṽion
0 and Vion

3 by the probe pulse
(low laser intensities), calculations indicate that the amount of wave packet
transferred is independent of the wave packet momentum, as the wave packet
(as seen in Figure 4.26) has almost exactly the same probability distribution
(magnitude) at the resonance location moving to smaller angles (to the left)
as moving to larger ones (to the right). This also agrees with the probe pulse
energy scans seen in Fig. 4.17c, where the oscillations are symmetric at low
probe pulse energies. Given that the magnitude of the wave packets is nearly
identical, the only difference between left- and right- moving wave packets is
the phase involved. However, both measurements and calculations indicate
that for strong couplings, an asymmetry in the population transfer for the two
different wave packet momenta appears, as discussed earlier (see Fig. 4.17c).
For high intensities, the molecule can become completely transparent to the
probe pulse for a left going wave packet, leading to negligible dissociation!

The calculations of this asymmetric transfer are shown in Figure 4.27a,
which plots the calculated population transferred to Vion

3 from Ṽion
0 as a func-

3Higher-lying states (Vion
4 and higher) are ignored because they are more than 1.58 eV

from Vion
3 over the coordinate range under investigation.
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Figure 4.26: The calculated probability density for wave packets in Ṽion
0 of

CH2BrI+ at 80 fs (left-moving) and 250 fs (right-moving) after the pump pulse.
These times are the points when the wave packet is at the FCprobelocation.

tion of probe pulse field strength for two delay times that correspond to a
left- and right-going wave packet at the resonance location FCprobe. Our ex-
perimental measurements of the population transfer to Vion

3 as a function of
probe pulse field strength are shown in Fig. 4.27b, which plots the depletion in
the parent ion signal (depth of modulation in the oscillations) for delay times
corresponding to left- and right-going wave packets at the resonance location.
These measurements indicate that the dissociation for left- and right-going
wave packets is roughly symmetric for weak coupling between the potentials
(weak probe pulse field) but different for strong coupling (strong probe pulse
field). Intensity volume averaging in the experiment keeps the population
transfer for a left-going wave packet from returning to zero for high probe
pulse energies. Because our laser has a Gaussian focus, higher intensities in
the center of the focus, where left-going wave packets cannot be transferred,
are balanced by the newly accessible volume on the edge of the focus, where
intensities increasing from 0 allow left-going wave packets to be transferred.
Dr. Rozgonyi’s population transfer calculations including the intensity vol-
ume averaging (using a weighted average of calculations performed at differ-
ent probe intensities) yield excellent agreement with our measurements, with
a calculated right/left ratio of population transfer for strong probe fields of
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Figure 4.27: a) The calculated population transferred from Ṽion
0 to Vion

3 in
CH2BrI as a function of peak field strength for probe pulses at 2 delays: 80
fs (red solid) and 250 fs (black dashed), corresponding to the first (left-going)
and second (right-going) times that the wave packet moves through FCprobe.
b) The experimental population transfer, measured as a depletion from the
parent (depth of modulation in the oscillations). The thick red solid and
dashed lines represent population transferred for two different left-going wave
packets. The thin black lines represent population transferred for two different
right-going wave packets.

2.3 (experimental value ∼2.3)4.
We already know the transfer involves a single-photon resonance, and both

calculations and measurements indicate that the asymmetrical transfer is a
strong-field effect. To understand the reasons behind this left/right transfer
asymmetry, we turn to the dressed-state picture obtained by rediagonalizing
the Hamiltonian to account for the states of the molecule in the presence of
the light field. If we consider the potential energy surfaces in one dimension, it
is relatively simple to calculate the adiabatic curves. Raise the lower state by
γ, the energy of 1 photon (or lower the upper state by γ) to give the crossed
diabatic states. Then for each position along the x axis, diagonalize the 2× 2

Hamiltonian given by

[

V ion
3 (x) − γ µE

~
µE

~
V ion

0 (x)

]

. The new eigenvalues are the

adiabatic potentials. Figure 4.28 shows the dressed-state picture for the ground
and excited states of CH2I

+
2 at two different values of the field in the one-

4The volume averaging calculations included not only the spatial beam profile but also
averaged over a uniform distribution of molecular orientations with respect to the probe
pulse polarization. The value of 2.3 represents the ratio of population transfer for 80 fs and
250 fs after the pump pulse (left- and right-going wave packets).
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Figure 4.28: Dressed-state calculations for CH2I
+
2 states Vion

0 and Vion
3 . The

dashed and dotted lines show the adiabatic curves for fields of 5 GV/m and
10 GV/m, respectively. Schematic wave packets are shown.

dimensional case, where uB is the bending normal coordinate corresponding
mostly to I-C-I bending angle. Thus, the potentials are roughly a linear cut
along the long axis of the well seen in Fig. 4.23.

Figure 4.29 shows a similar calculation for the Ṽion
0 and Vion

3 potentials of
CH2BrI. Again, we see the dressed states near the resonance between Ṽion

0 and
Vion

3 when coupled by the resonant probe pulse (Vion
3 shifted downwards by

hν=1.58 eV). Now consider the wave packet motion on these dressed states.
At low probe pulse field strengths, the adiabatic curves (purple dashed curves)
lie close together, and the probability for the wave packet to jump between
adiabatic states (i.e. non-adiabatic passage) is significant as the wave packet
traverses the avoided crossing in either direction. Thus, right-going wave pack-
ets (black schematics) can be transferred by following the adiabatic curves,
while left-going wave packets (red schematics) can be transferred via a com-
bination of adiabatic and non-adiabatic passage. For instance, the left going
wave packet might move left, jump the crossing in non-adiabatic passage, and
turn around while the probe pulse is on. If it stays on the adiabatic curve on
the return trip, it will end up on Vion

3 on the lower right hand side of Fig. 4.29.
Other paths combining adiabatic and non-adiabatic passage are also possi-
ble. As long as the adiabatic curves are close together, some portion of the
left-going wave packet will make it through the crossing to end up on Vion

3 .
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Figure 4.29: Dressed-state calculations for CH2BrI+ states Ṽion
0 and Vion

3 . The
dashed and dotted lines show the adiabatic curves for fields of 5 GV/m and
10 GV/m, respectively. Schematic wave packets are shown.

In the case of a strong probe pulse field, the dressed states (green dotted
curves) are well separated and the wave packet adiabatically follows them (the
probability of non-adiabatic passage is very small). The left-going wave packet
enters on the upper adiabatic state, and turns around before passing through
the avoided crossing. It therefore stays on Ṽion

0 and does not dissociate. The
right-going wave packet enters on the lower adiabatic potential and does not
return to the avoided crossing while the probe pulse is on. As the character
of the dressed states changes in passing through the avoided crossing, the
right-going wave packet finds itself on Vion

3 after passing through the avoided
crossing once on the lower adiabatic state.

Although our results are somewhat similar to [19] and [20], where left-
and right-going wave packets also displayed asymmetric transfer, those results
relied on the wave function having different shapes when moving left and right.
As shown in Fig. 4.26, the probability distributions are nearly identical for left-
and right-going wave packets on the Ṽion

0 potential of CH2BrI. The combination
of the wave packet momentum and shape of the dressed states leads to the
asymmetry in dissociation yields for strong probe fields. The dynamics here
are similar to those responsible for ‘molecular bond locking’, as discussed in
[88]. In the bond locking case, the application of a strong field resonant with
a dressed state transition keeps a bond length locked at a non-equilibrium
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length. The diabatic states have a steep slope in the vicinity of the crossing,
and so as long as the field is on, the wave packet is trapped on the upper
adiabatic state and undergoes small oscillations about the crossing position,
which corresponds to a non-equilibrium length. However, because Ṽion

0 is not
as steep as Vion

3 in the vicinity of the resonance, in our case the wave packet is
not locked in position, but rather trapped on Ṽion

0 when it is moving left and
completely transferred between Ṽion

0 and Vion
3 when moving right.

As discussed earlier, CH2ClI has very similar dynamics to CH2BrI, and we
expect that the same explanation should hold. By contrast, CH2Br2 and CH2I2
have only a single frequency of ion yield oscillation for most energies5. Sev-
eral possible explanations for the missing second frequency in the symmetric
molecules exist.

1. Symmetric molecules have a much stronger left-right transfer asymme-
try, such that left-going wave packets have essentially no transfer to the
dissociative state.

2. The excited ionic states in these molecules are shaped in such a way
that a wave packet which arrives on them with left-going momentum is
returned through a crossing to the ground ionic state (or another bound
ionic state), whereas wave packets with right-going momentum can ride
over any barrier to dissociation.

3. The resonance in the symmetric molecules is so close to the turning
point on the ground ionic potential that there is only one opportunity
per cycle to resonantly transfer the wave packet to an excited potential.
If the resonance can only be reached once per cycle, we would expect to
see only the fundamental oscillation, and not any second harmonic.

Very recent work by Dr. Rozgonyi has helped to distinguish among these
possibilities. He calculates a TDM for the Vion

0 to Vion
3 transition in CH2I

+
2

of 1.8 au, nearly twice the value of 1.0 au for the corresponding transition
in CH2BrI+. This implies that for a given field strength, there will be a
larger asymmetry in the transfer for left- and right-going wave packets, or
equivalently, that CH2I

+
2 signals will tend to go to a single frequency at roughly

half the field strength that CH2BrI+ signals do. This may help explain some
of the qualitative differences between Fig. 4.17b and c.

However, an even more important factor in our ability to experimentally
resolve the second harmonic may be the location of FCprobe. Preliminary
analysis in CH2I2 shows that FCprobe is very close to the outer turning point

5The fast oscillations in 〈R〉 from Fig. 4.25 would be near the limits of our temporal
resolution, even if they had an impact on the ionic fragment yields.
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Figure 4.30: A contour plot of the wave packet location as a function of time for
CH2BrI (left) and CH2I2 (right). Note the amount of time that the wave packet
is not in the FC-probe region. Plots are based on preliminary calculations by
Dr. Rozgonyi.

of the Vion
0 potential. When the dynamics are modeled with a realistic wave

packet, there is a gap of only 50 fs when the wave packet is at the outer turning
point and not in the FCprobe region. By contrast, in CH2BrI, the equivalent
gap is ∼150 fs, as can be seen in Figure 4.30. As our pulses are ∼30–35
fs long, we easily have the temporal resolution to see the latter situation in
our experimental data, but we are approaching the limits of our system in the
former. As the oscillations in CH2Br2 are even faster (round trip time of 197 fs
vs. 292 fs in CH2I2), if it has a similar set of PESs to CH2I2, it is not surprising
that we only see the fundamental oscillations. The only ways around these
experimental limitations would be to use a shorter probe pulse or to somehow
narrow the shape of the wavepacket created on Vion

0 /Ṽion
0 . Although these

observations are based on tentative calculations of the wave packet widths near
FCprobe, this may help explain some of the contrast between the symmetric
and asymmetric molecules. Ongoing investigations seek to further clarify this
explanation.

The experimental data not only tell us about the potential energy sur-
faces of the molecules; they also indirectly reveals some aspects of the orbital
structure, as the orbital structure and PESs are connected. We see from the
energy scans (Figs. 4.12-4.15) that when a weak pulse starts ionizing, it does
not create solely parent ion. Rather, several large ions appear at about the
same energy. This indicates that the initial pump pulse is not creating a
wave packet purely on Vion

0 /Ṽion
0 . Instead, the pump pulse is exciting small

amounts of wave packet on several states, some of which are dissociative. This
is consistent with the picture of tunnel ionization given in [89]; if the effective
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ionization potentials of two states are similar, both are likely to be accessed by
tunnel ionization. It is only if the ionization potentials of the lowest ionic state
(HOMO) and the higher lying ionic states are very different that ionization
will be strictly from the HOMO. Given the relative energies in our calculated
PESs for CH2I2 and CH2BrI, Vion

1 is likely to be populated. From the molecu-
lar structure calculations, we know that in CH2BrI, Ṽion

0 and Vion
1 are coupled

by an avoided crossing (when spin-orbit effects are included). Because the
surfaces are multidimensional, any wave function on Vion

1 may leak through to
Ṽion

0 , but it is not likely to return to the crossing in such a way as to go back
onto Vion

1 . Therefore, a slow one-way transfer from Vion
1 into Ṽion

0 is likely. This
one-time decay after the initial pump pulse is likely to be responsible for the
overall dynamics seen in the pump probe scans (Fig. 4.6), where the parent ion
yield slowly drops after time zero and never recovers, while the major daughter
ion yields (CH2Br+ and CH2I

+) increase. The probe pulse is only resonant to
dissociative states from Ṽion

0 , and so it has to wait for all of the wave function
to leak into Ṽion

0 from Vion
1 .

As for how all of this relates to the orbital structure, we know that ioniz-
ing to the Vion

0 state of a molecule corresponds roughly to ionizing from the
HOMO. Ionizing to the Vion

1 state corresponds to ionizing from the HOMO-1
(the second highest occupied molecular orbital). In general, these two orbitals
will have different structure and thus different polarizabilities. We can probe
the orbital structure by varying the relative polarizations of our pump and
probe pulses, as seen in Figs. 4.19-4.21, because the tunnel ionization is sensi-
tive to the shape of the orbital and the angle of the ionizing laser polarization
relative to the axes of the orbital. As discussed above, although the overall de-
cay from before to after time zero does not change appreciably when the probe
pulse polarization is rotated (with fixed pump polarization), the amplitude of
the oscillations does change. The oscillations have a substantially larger am-
plitude (at least 15% larger) for perpendicular polarizations than for parallel
ones. This implies that Vion

1 is comparatively insensitive to the polarizations,
while Vion

0 is sensitive to the relative polarizations. The latter is expected, as
the transition from Vion

0 to the dissociative states such as Vion
3 in CH2BrI and

CH2I2 is single-photon, and for single-photon resonant transitions, the dipole
moment is important.

Our work in the halomethane family has highlighted the importance of
single-photon dynamic resonances in dissociation reactions. We have shown
that in many respects, molecular structure calculations yield excellent quanti-
tative agreement with experimental results, and we have demonstrated that a
three-level system of potential energy surfaces explains much of the dynamics
within several members of the halomethane family. The molecular dynamics
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on a dressed-state picture revealed that wave packet phase can play an impor-
tant role in the efficiency of transfer. Polarization experiments hint at further
details of the alignment and molecular orbital characteristics which may be
revealed with additional work in the near future.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This thesis has explored the nature of dissociation dynamics in small mo-
lecules, including several members of a molecular family. We started with
the construction of a molecular beam chamber that could facilitate molecular
alignment experiments. We continued with alignment experiments in nitrogen,
which showed how ionization and dissociation are affected by the molecular
orbital structure. Using our strong-field laser pulses, we could affect the mul-
tiple ionization of nitrogen to N++

2 and the dissociative daughter ions N+(1,0)
and N+(1,1). We also found that rescattering was the main source of dou-
ble ionization in N2, as elliptical polarizations greatly decrease the yield of
the fragments produced in double ionization. The relative angle of pump and
probe linear polarizations also affected yields, as was expected based on the
asymmetric molecular orbital structure.

Many of the same mechanisms are involved in the ionization and dissoci-
ation of the larger halomethane molecules. Again, the molecules are ionized
by a strong-field tunnel ionization, and subsequent probe pulses can control
the dissociation. We found that for several of the CH2XY molecules, a 3-level
potential energy structure (Fig. 4.16) was sufficient to explain much of the
variation in ion yields with time delay and probe intensity. The wave packet
is initially promoted from the ground state to the middle state by tunnel ion-
ization. In general, a large displacement in X-C-Y bending angle between
the equilibrium positions of the ground neutral and ground ionic states means
that the wave packet oscillates in the ground ionic state. At some position
(the FCprobe location), the wave packet passes through a single-photon reso-
nance to a higher-lying ionic state, from which it can ride over any barriers to
dissociation. The location of FCprobe relative to the turning points of the well
determines the details of the resulting ionic yield oscillations, which occur as
the parent ion is promoted to the dissociative state.

This three-level picture, based on molecular structure calculations, is in
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close quantitative and qualitative agreement with our experimental results. We
have demonstrated that in CH2BrI, resonant transfer is dependent not on the
amplitude of the molecular wave packet (as in previous control experiments),
but on the phase. This momentum-dependent transfer relies on strong-field
steering by the laser on a light-dressed potential energy surface.

However, the one-dimensional three-level model is insufficient to fully ex-
plain all details of the halomethane experimental ion yields. For that we must
take into consideration additional levels and dimensions, identical to consider-
ing a more complicated molecular orbital structure. For instance, the dissoci-
ation from Vion

3 can only be modeled with at least one additional dissociation
coordinate. A further complication arises because the initial ionization does
not create a pure Vion

0 population, or equivalently, it does not ionize strictly
from the HOMO state. Rather, a combination of HOMO and lower-lying or-
bitals are ionized, meaning population is created in both Vion

0 and Vion
1 . The

orbitals have different structure, leading to differences in their response to
changing polarizations. The Vion

1 population leaks slowly into Vion
0 , yielding

a slow decay in the parent ion yield as the wave packet becomes accessible
to the resonant probe pulse. This slow leak also means that chirped pulses
can access more of the wave packet and transfer a greater portion of the ionic
population to the dissociative state. The combination of orbitals involved also
hints at alignment dependence, although we did not directly align rotationally
cold molecular samples. In particular, the decay of enhanced oscillations for
perpendicular probe polarizations suggests a rotational factor comes into play.

Future experiments aim to refine these alignment details. A two-stage ex-
traction system planned for the molecular beam chamber will give enhanced
resolution in the time-of-flight system. Meanwhile, calculations currently un-
derway will help finalize the involvement of various orbitals and potential en-
ergy surfaces in the halomethanes. Additional quantitative comparisons in
CH2Br2 and CH2ClI will help refine the details gained from our understanding
of the dynamics in CH2I2 and CH2BrI. This will continue to enhance our sys-
tematic understanding of the dynamics of ionization and dissociation in small
molecules.
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Appendix A

Molecular Structure

Calculations

Calculations of the potential energy surfaces for CH2BrI and CH2I2 were
implemented according the following scheme by Dr. Tamás Rozgonyi. We
provide the details for CH2BrI, since that molecule was used for more extensive
calculations, but similar methods were used for CH2I2. The author thanks Dr.
Rozgonyi for providing the information contained herein.

The Gaussian03 package of programs [90] was used and both density func-
tional theory and time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT; [91])
with the B3LYP functional [92] were applied to calculate the equilibrium ge-
ometries1, the normal mode coordinates2, and the relevant potential energy
curves for CH2BrI. The aug-cc-pVTZ basis set was used for H, C and Br
atoms, while for the I atom the aug-cc-pVTZ-PP basis set reported in [93]
was used. The CS symmetry constraint was also applied. The potentials com-
puted by TDDFT could be well fitted in the important coordinate range by
Morse potentials of the form V q

i = Dq
i (1 − exp(−βq

i (u − uq
i )))

2 + Cq
i . Setting

uion
0 = 0 and Cneu

0 = 0, the rest of the parameters are: Dneu
0 = 7.0651 eV,

βneu
0 = 5.1511 nm−1, uneu

0 = 0.042 nm, Dion
0 = 4.169 eV, βion

0 = 6.5317 nm−1,

1The equilibrium geometry of the CH2BrI+cation is r(C-I)=2.1542 Å, r(C-Br)=1.9376 Å,
and r(C-H)=1.0815 Å, with Br-C-I and I-C-H angles of 95.4811◦ and 110.4184◦, respectively,
and a dihedral angle of 115.0077◦. The equilibrium geometry of the neutral CH2BrI molecule
in its ground electronic state is r(C-I)=2.1563 Å, r(C-Br)=1.9435 Å, r(C-H)=1.0802 Å, with
Br-C-I and I-C-H angles of 114.8723◦ and 107.0424◦ and a dihedral angle of 119.646◦.

2The normal coordinate displacements (dx, dy, dz) of the atoms C, Br and I for the
“bending” vibration of the CH2BrI+ cation in its ground electronic state are (0.43, -0.08,
0), (0.01, -0.60, 0) and (-0.05, 0.38, 0) respectively. The reduced mass is 49.92 amu. The
displacements of the hydrogen atoms are (0.39, -0.01, ∓0.02). The equilibrium coordinates
(x, y, z) in Å for the C, Br, I and H atoms are (-1.19585, -0.54115, 0), (0.30567, -1.76579,
0), (0, 1.25063, 0) and (-1.76167, -0.61712, ±0.91851) respectively.
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Cion
0 = 9.42 eV, Dion

3 = 103 eV, βion
3 = 0.5 nm−1, uion

3 = 0.0631 nm and
Cion

0 = 10.5145 eV.
The ground-state electron configuration of the CH2BrI+ cation in its equi-

librium geometry is ...(23a′)2(9a′′)2(10a′′)2(24a′)1(25a′)0 when only the valence
orbitals are considered. Considering the C-I bond as the X axis and the I-C-Br
plane as the XY plane, the 10a′′ and 24a′ mainly correspond to the nonbond-
ing lone pair orbitals on iodine perpendicular (nZ(I)) and parallel (nY (I)) to
the molecular plane, respectively. 9a′′ mainly corresponds to the nonbonding
lone pair orbital on bromine (nZ(Br)) perpendicular to the molecular plane.
The lowest three electronic excited states (Vion

1 , Vion
2 , and Vion

3 ) of the cation
at the ground-state equilibrium geometry can be described by one-electron
excitations nZ(I) → nY (I) (10a′′ → 24a′), nZ(Br) → nY (I) (9a′′ → 24a′), and
nX(I) → nY (I) (23a′ → 24a′).

As the displacement of the ground state of the ion relative to the neutral
equilibrium geometry is mostly along the I-C-Br bending normal coordinate
uB, the potential energies for the first four ionic states were calculated as
a function of this coordinate. Fig. 4.22 shows these states, along with the
neutral ground state, as a function of uB. The equilibrium I-C-Br angle for the
CH2BrI+ cation is 95.5◦ (uB=0 Å), while the equilibrium I-C-Br angle of the
neutral CH2BrI molecule in its ground electronic state is 114.9◦ (uB=0.42 Å).

As discussed in the literature [81, 82, 94] there is a strong spin-orbit (SO)
coupling between the ground and the first excited ionic states of CH2XI mo-
lecules. For CH2BrI+ this results in a bending vibrational frequency much
lower than the 137 cm−1 obtained without SO-coupling and produces a large
anharmonicity (the measured vibrational frequencies for n=0, 7, and 8 are
ν0 = 116 cm−1, 98.1 cm−1, and 95.7 cm−1, respectively [81].) In order to be
consistent with these measurements without explicitly including SO coupling
in the TDDFT calculations, a half-harmonic term3 was added to the Vion

0

(a2A′) potential to emulate the effect of the coupling to Vion
1 (a2A′′) on the

shape of the ground ionic state. The resulting Ṽion
0 was used throughout the

propagation. Although both TDDFT and preliminary complete active space
self-consistent field computations [95] suggest that Vion

2 (b2A′′) and Vion
3 (b2A′)

cross close to FCpump, and thus SO-coupling between these two states should
be considered, the Vion

3 potential is well separated from its neighbors at FCprobe

and therefore Vion
3 was used in the simulation without any correction. Since

the transition dipole moments (TDMs) computed between electronic states of
different spatial symmetries are a factor of 20 lower than the TDM between
Vion

0 and Vion
3 (see data in Fig. 4.22), only the electronic states Vneu

0 , Ṽion
0 , and

3The Vion
0 computed by the TDDFT was modified as Ṽion

0 = V ion
0 + A(u)(u − uion

0 )2,
where A(u) = 80.0 eV/Å2 for u > uion

0 and A(u) = 0.0 otherwise.
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Vion
3 were considered in the simulations.

The 1D ground state vibrational eigenfunctions were determined according
to the Fourier-grid Hamiltonian method [96] and the propagation was per-
formed using the split-operator method [97, 98] together with the fast-Fourier
technique [99]. The interaction with the electric field (during wave packet
evolution on Ṽion

0 and Vion
3 ) was treated in the dipole approximation using the

computed TDM between Vion
0 and Vion

3 , which turned out to be constant in
the region near FCprobe. The tunnel ionization process was simulated by a
single-photon resonant transition between Vneu

0 and Ṽion
0 . Both the pump and

probe pulses had sin2(t) temporal intensity profiles with a full-width at half
maximum (FWHM) of 20 and 40 fs, respectively. The short pump pulse was
chosen to mimic tunnel ionization near the peak of the pulse.
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Appendix B

Wave Packet Code

What follows is the Matlab code for generating a movie showing 2D wave
packet oscillating in the potential for CH2I2. Potentials were calculated by
Dr. Tamás Rozgonyi. The two-dimensional CH2I

+
2 potential used for calcu-

lating the wave packet as a function of time is shown in Fig. 4.23. However,
this code can be adapted to any two-dimensional potential, with adjustment of
the time step (steeper potentials require shorter time steps for self-consistent
results). The one-dimensional version is an obvious simplification of this code.
Some lines have been wrapped relative to the original code, for spacing rea-
sons. Dr. Rozgonyi independently performed similar wave packet propagations
with identical results.

%wavepacket2D_CH2I2.m Sarah 09/01/07

%written to allow the evolution of a wave packet in a

%2D potential well of arbitrary shape

%All numbers are in atomic units!!!

%This implementation is specifically for

%CH2I2 calculations using Dr. Rozgonyi’s PESs.

%clear any previous variables from memory

clear all

% load the x-variable

% loaded axis is in Angstroms, so must be converted

length_const=0.529; %a_0=5.29e-11 m

x_ang=load(’big_R_axis_256’); %Symmetric Stretch

%x_ang=load(’x_b_asym_128’); %Asymmetric Stretch

x=x_ang./length_const;

xstepsize=x(2)-x(1);
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xrange=max(x)-min(x) + xstepsize;

% load the y-variable

% loaded axis is in Angstroms, so must be converted

y_ang=load(’little_r_axis_256’); %Symmetric Stretch

%y_ang=load(’y_a_asym_128’); %Asymmetric Stretch

y=y_ang./length_const; %a_0=5.29e-11 m

ystepsize=y(2)-y(1);

yrange=max(y)-min(y) + ystepsize;

%make the meshgrid

[X,Y]=meshgrid(x,y);

% load the potential well

% Tamas’ potential

% generated by interpolating the calculation data

potential=load(’fine_cationPES’); %symmetric

% potential=load(’cation_asym_128x128’); %asymmetric

% plot the potential - optional

% figure

% surf(x,y,potential);shading interp;view(0,90);colorbar

%generate a normalized initial wavefunction

% uppercase Mu,R are for C_I distance (x);

% lowercase are for I_2 distance (y)

hbar=1;

%mass(I)=126.9; mass(CH_2)=14;

%mass(proton)/mass(electron)=1836.15;

% Symmetric Stretch Reduced Masses

Mu_x=(2*126.9*14/(14+2*126.9))*1836.15;

mu_y=(126.9*126.9/(2*126.9))*1836.15;

% Asymmetric Stretch Reduced Masses (calculated by Tamas)

% Mu_x=79.32965*1836.15;

% mu_y=15.226313*1836.15;

% load the initial wave function (calculated by Tamas)

% based on the ground neutral state
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psi0=load(’interp_gs_wfn’); % symmetric

% psi0=load(’wfn_asym_128x128_shift’); % asymmetric

%make the p-variables and fftshift them

%need a factor of 2*pi

p_x=-1/(2*xstepsize):1/xrange:1/(2*xstepsize)-1/xrange;

p_x=2*pi*fftshift(p_x);

p_y=-1/(2*ystepsize):1/yrange:1/(2*ystepsize)-1/yrange;

p_y=2*pi*fftshift(p_y);

[P_X,P_Y]=meshgrid(p_x,p_y);

P_prop=(P_X.^2/Mu_x + P_Y.^2/mu_y)/(2*hbar);

%plot the initial wavefunction - optional

% figure(100)

% hold off

% surf(x,y,psi0);shading interp; view(0,90);

% initialize data

psimat=abs(psi0);

plottime=0;

psistart=psi0;

%initialize normalized expectation values

norm=sum(sum(conj(psi0).*psi0)*xstepsize*ystepsize);

normstart=norm;

x_expt=sum(sum(conj(psi0).*psi0.*X*xstepsize*ystepsize))/norm;

y_expt=sum(sum(conj(psi0).*psi0.*Y*xstepsize*ystepsize))/norm;

wfn_overlap=sum(sum(conj(psi0).*psistart*xstepsize*ystepsize))

/normstart;

%clear unneeded variables

clear P_X P_Y

%Do the time evolution - time steps must be "short"

time_const=2.42e-2; %fs/atomic time unit

timestep=25;

maxtime=5000;

time=0:timestep:maxtime;

% make the propagator exponentials;

% V_exp is halved for smaller error in the symmetrized product

V_exp=exp((-i*potential.*timestep)/(2*hbar));
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P_exp=exp(-i*P_prop.*timestep);

%time the total propagation

tic

for n=0+timestep:timestep:maxtime

%work with symmetrized product to make errors

%order timestep^3 rather than timestep^2

%do the x steps first

psi1=V_exp.*psi0;

psi2=fft2(psi1);

psi3=P_exp.*psi2;

psi4=ifft2(psi3);

psi5=V_exp.*psi4;

%plot the wave packet every mth iteration

m=300;

if rem(n,m)==0

%make a supermatrix for plotting

plottime=vertcat(plottime,n);

psimat=cat(3,psimat,abs(psi5));

%calculate normalized expectation values

norm=sum(sum(conj(psi5).*psi5*xstepsize*ystepsize));

new_x_expt=sum(sum(conj(psi5).*psi5.*X*xstepsize...

*ystepsize));

x_expt=vertcat(x_expt,new_x_expt/norm);

new_y_expt=sum(sum(conj(psi5).*psi5.*Y*xstepsize...

*ystepsize));

y_expt=vertcat(y_expt,new_y_expt/norm);

new_wfn_overlap=sum(sum(conj(psi5).*psistart...

*xstepsize*ystepsize));

wfn_overlap=vertcat(wfn_overlap,new_wfn_overlap...

/normstart);

end

psi0=psi5;

end

toc

%plot the expectation values in fs and angstroms

fstime=plottime*time_const;

plot_x_expt=x_expt*length_const;
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plot_y_expt=y_expt*length_const;

figure

plot(fstime,plot_y_expt,’b.-’) %a_0=5.29e-11 m

hold on

plot(fstime,plot_x_expt,’r.-’) %a_0=5.29e-11 m

xlabel(’Time [fs]’)

ylabel(’Expectation value [Angstroms]’)

legend(’<r>’,’<R>’,’Location’,’East’)

figure

plot_wfn_overlap=abs(wfn_overlap);

plot(fstime,plot_wfn_overlap,’g’)

xlabel(’Time [fs]’)

ylabel(’Wavefunction Overlap [normalized]’)

% save the data

save(’fstime’,’fstime’,’-ascii’,’-tabs’);

save(’x_expt’,’plot_x_expt’,’-ascii’,’-tabs’);

save(’y_expt’,’plot_y_expt’,’-ascii’,’-tabs’);

save(’wfn_overlap’,’plot_wfn_overlap’,’-ascii’,’-tabs’);

save(’supermat’,’psimat’);

output=’The supermatrix has been saved as supermat.mat in the

current folder.’

plotboolean=input(’Do you want to make a pseudomovie of the

wavepacket? (y for yes, n for no) ’,’s’);

if strcmp(plotboolean,’y’)

figure(103)

hold off

plotx=x*length_const;

ploty=y*length_const;

for k=1:1:size(fstime)

plotthis=psimat(:,:,k);

surf(plotx,ploty,abs(plotthis));

shading interp;

view(0,90);

%need to fix caxis for consistency between frames

caxis([0 4.5])

title(strcat(’Time [fs]: ’,num2str(floor(fstime(k)))))

xlabel(’R [Angstroms]’)
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ylabel(’r [Angstroms]’)

pause(0.02);

wavemovie(k)=getframe(gcf);

end

figure

axes(’Position’,[0 0 1 1])

movie2avi(wavemovie,’wavemovie.avi’)

elseif strcmp(plotboolean,’n’)

output=’Thank you for running wavepacket2D.m’

else

output=’You have entered an invalid response.

The program will abort.’

break;

end
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